
Thank you for your donation through



2022 Second Report

The second quarter of this year has finally been a
"normal" period, we continue working with much
enthusiasm to benefit the elderly who require cataract
surgery. As a result of the pandemic different situations
become more evident; definitely the lack of jobs has had an
important impact on the economy of Morelos families,
isolation was not favorable for people suffering from
chronic diseases, that is why in ACREC we redouble
our efforts and implement strategies to help more people
who require surgery to improve their vision.

Thank you
"Thank you for your immense kindness that 

accompanies us and gives us strength to continue helping”



Mr. Fermín
23/04/2022

Cuernavaca Morelos.
To whom it may concern:
I am infinitely grateful for the support
provided, this support helps my family and
I have the peace of mind that I am
well, thanks to the support you gave me I
was able to perform this surgery and with
this to continue enjoying what God our
Lord gives us every day, there are no
words to describe the gratitude for the help
provided. I remain eternally grateful to
you.

Sincerely

Fermin



Mrs. Paulina

My most sincere thanks for
the support provided, to the
acrec clinic for the attention
and support received.



Mr. Miguel

I thank you for the support you have
given us, may God bless you always
and thank you very much.
Miguel



Mr. Elias

May 23rd, 2022
Thank you GlobalGiving for the
economic help since I do not have the
resources to have the surgery since I am
from Campeche and just in April I
had a carnocity surgery and at the
moment I do not work, thanks to you
I will be able to have the surgery, God
bless you.



Arnulfo

May 4, 2022
Thank you for attending very
well and the staff and all the
doctors, we are very grateful for
your attention you gave us and
thank you very much.
Arnulfo



Mr. Jesús

I am grateful for the support that was
given to me, I feel grateful for the
support that was given to me.
Jesus


